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**Title:**

Arnaldo M. Espinas vs. Office of the Ombudsman, G.R. No. ________, [Term Date], [Volume]
SCRA [Page], [Year of Decision].

**Facts:**

1. *Background* – The Local Water Utilities Administration (LWUA) aimed to establish a
water development bank in 2008 to finance water districts, water service providers, and
other government agencies.

2. *Initial Steps* – LWUA’s Board, which included Arnaldo M. Espinas (Legal Counsel and
Board Secretary), passed Resolution No. 145 to create a subsidiary bank. Subsequent steps
included seeking advice from the Office of the Government Corporate Counsel (OGCC) and
the Department of Finance (DOF).

3. *BSP Moratorium* – In response to LWUA’s plan, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
enforced a moratorium on new bank establishments but suggested acquiring an existing
entity instead.

4. *Bank Acquisition* – LWUA Board approved purchasing a controlling interest in Express
Savings Bank, Inc. (ESBI) without required approvals from the DOF and BSP’s Monetary
Board.

5.  *Due Diligence*  –  LWUA engaged Jose  U.  Pontiveros  and Associates  (JPA)  for  due
diligence, which revealed ESBI’s poor financial health but proceeded with the acquisition
for ₱80 million and took control in June 2009.

6. *Non-compliance* – ESBI accepted large deposits from LWUA, a practice that, per the
Monetary Board’s later resolution, was unauthorized and unsafe, leading to a cease-and-
desist order in April 2010 and eventually ESBI’s receivership in July 2011.

7.  *Administrative  Complaint*  –  In  2013,  the  Field  Investigation  Office  (FIO)  of  the
Ombudsman filed charges against Espinas and other LWUA officials for grave misconduct
and conduct prejudicial to the best interest of service for managing ESBI without necessary
approvals.

8. *Ombudsman’s Finding* – The Ombudsman found Espinas guilty, leading to his dismissal.
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9. *CA Ruling* – Espinas contested the decision at the Court of Appeals, arguing the lack of
substantial evidence and claiming res judicata. The CA affirmed the Ombudsman’s decision,
concluding that Espinas’ concurrent roles at LWUA and ESBI violated Republic Act Nos.
8791 and 7653.

10. *Supreme Court Review* – Espinas petitioned the Supreme Court, asserting procedural
and substantive errors in the CA’s ruling.

**Issues:**

1. Whether res judicata barred the present administrative case against Espinas.
2. Whether Espinas’ concurrent positions in LWUA and ESBI constituted grave misconduct
and conduct prejudicial to the best interest of the service.
3. Whether substantial evidence supported the findings against Espinas by the Ombudsman
and the CA.

**Court’s Decision:**

1. **Res Judicata – Not Applicable**
– The Court affirmed the CA’s stance that res judicata did not apply as the causes of action
and parties in CA-G.R. SP No. 120934 and the present case were distinct. The earlier case
related to the unlawful acquisition process, while the present case addressed Espinas’ dual
roles.

2. **Misconduct Evaluation**
– The Court found insufficient evidence to uphold Espinas’ liability for grave misconduct.
The mere inclusion of his name as ESBI’s Assistant Corporate Secretary did not prove
corruption or willful disregard for the law. Substantial evidence, signifying more than mere
conjectures or suspicions, was lacking regarding deliberate wrongdoing benefiting Espinas
or others.

3. **Conduct Prejudicial to Best Interest – Not Proven**
– Similar to the decision on grave misconduct, the Court did not find substantial evidence
showing that Espinas’ dual positions tarnished the image and integrity of his office. The
assertion  of  tarnishing  reputation  due  to  a  simultaneous  position  lacks  grounding  in
concrete facts or actions by Espinas that would prejudicially affect public service.

**Doctrine:**
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– *Substantial Evidence Standard*: In administrative cases, the ruling must be supported by
substantial  evidence,  defined  as  relevant  evidence  reasonable  minds  might  accept  as
adequate. Absence of substantial evidence negates administrative liability ([Ombudsman v.
Espina](https://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri2017/mar2017/gr_233747_2017.html)).
– *Grave Misconduct*: Requires an intentional action constituting corruption or a willful
b r e a c h  o f  r u l e s  o r  l a w s  ( [ D o m i n g o  v .  C i v i l  S e r v i c e
Commission](https://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri2014/jun2014/gr_192294_2014.html)).
–  *Conduct Prejudicial  to the Best Interest of  Service*:  Acts or omissions must clearly
tarnish public office’s integrity or reputation. Indeterminate impacts are insufficient ([Civil
S e r v i c e  C o m m i s s i o n  v .
Nierras](https://lawphil.net/judjuris/juri2008/jun2008/gr_170955_2008.html)).

**Class Notes:**

– **Misconduct** – Defined as violation or dereliction of duty. Comes in two forms: simple
and grave. Elements to upgrade to grave include corruption, intent to violate law, disregard
of established rules.
– **Substantial Evidence in Administrative Cases** – Requires more than a mere scintilla of
evidence  but  less  than  preponderance.  Credible,  reasonable  evidence  supporting
conclusions.
–  **Administrative  Decisions  and  Procedural  Safeguards**  –  Importance  of  procedural
uniformity. Cases must be backed by appropriate and convincing evidence.
– **Simultaneous Government and Private Roles** – Prohibited under Republic Act No.
8791, Section 19. Public officials are disallowed from holding positions in private banks
simultaneously unless exceptions apply.

**Historical Background:**

This  case  is  situated  in  the  broader  administrative  effort  to  integrate  and  streamline
financial  oversight,  essential  in a post-EDSA People Power Revolution landscape where
financial integrity, anti-corruption, and improved governance were focal themes. The role of
government bodies in entrepreneurial ventures and banking was scrutinized, highlighting
systematic reforms and stringent adherence to legal compliance to prevent public resource
mismanagement.


